That’s when Magnum donned his practical joker hat. If someone dozed off on the bus, Mangum took out his wife’s fingernail polish and painted the napper’s nails. Nobody was safe, not even his boss Borders, who had his nails glossed in red by Mangum after nodding off.

Longo watched Mangum in action and giggled like he was watching a “Seinfeld” rerun. He made sure not to fall asleep and become Mangum’s next fool. But later, when Longo got off the bus to stretch his legs, he couldn’t believe what he saw when he looked at his sandals: red toenails. He had no idea how Mangum pulled off the caper.

Longo still laughs about the stunt and enjoys telling the story. But he realizes Mangum never would have done it if he thought Longo would have been offended by it. It’s an obvious sign of the camaraderie the two men have formed. “We’re able to work better by getting a little closer to each other,” Longo says.

The management staff has benefited by avoiding the pitfalls that occur at other clubs. The managers are careful not to get caught in any club politics. For instance, if a member voices a complaint to Mangum about Anderson, Mangum will tell the member, “Maybe you ought to go talk to him about it. I’m sure there’s more to this than meets the eye.”

While the managers strive to learn more about each other’s jobs, Mangum says that doesn’t mean they want each other’s jobs.

“You want to understand their sides of the business and what they’re going through,” Mangum says. “But I don’t want the golf pro’s job, and I don’t want the general manager’s job. I’ve got enough to do.”

Mangum has heard the stories about the pros and superintendents or the general
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Managers and superintendents who despise each other. Poor communication probably has something to do with their poor relationships, he says. Jealously could also be involved.

Mangum says the Atlanta Athletic Club strives to have clear guidelines that don’t put managers in conflict. Some club rules just ask to create dissension, Mangum says. For instance, if the pro makes money on golf car use, he wants to send golf cars out as often as he can. But a superintendent who gets a bonus because of excellent course conditions does not want golf cars to go out on the course if it’s remotely wet. It’s a recipe for conflict.

Mangum and Anderson, who have a steadfast relationship, are careful not to fall into such traps. They try to accommodate each other’s needs. For instance, Mangum’s maintenance crew often sprays pesticides and fertilizes on Monday, the day the two courses are closed. But if Anderson has a chance to book a big-revenue outing on that day, Mangum will postpone the maintenance tasks willingly.

“That’s what’s best for the club,” he says.

Says Anderson: “It’s not always about me running numbers through the golf shop, and it’s not always about Ken being able to show off his course the best he can show it off. There has to be a give and take, and there is. Ken and I are on the same page.”

No one wants to make any predictions of how much longer the team will stay together. Will Mangum, Borders, Anderson and the others make it to 25 years? How about 40?

Really, though, it’s astonishing that the team has stayed together this long, especially in an industry well known for its transience.

“Sometimes the moon is just in the right phase,” Borders says. “Sometimes the karma just happens.”

One thing is for sure — what they’ve got going on at the Atlanta Athletic Club is something to smile about.
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Growing the Game [PART 2]

A Public Service

By Geoff Shackelford
Contributing Editor

There’s a 36-hole, city-owned and operated facility in my hometown that has withered under lousy conditions ever since I played high school matches there 20 years ago. The architecture is even more tired, with the only semblance of care shown for it coming in the form of novelties like “water bunkers” added by local parks and recreation armchair architects.

An architect considered a master of his profession designed the courses, but you wouldn’t know that by looking at the layouts today. And making the decrepit state of the facility even more unbearable is the creation of a wonderful golf academy just down the street designed to inspire underprivileged kids to take up the game. How can they be inspired when they drive by a once-grand municipal course in such sorry condition?

This sad tale can be repeated throughout America, where the likes of Donald Ross, A.W. Tillinghast, Alister MacKenzie, Devereux Emmet, Walter Travis, George Thomas, Billy Bell and even Stanley Thompson designed municipal courses.

In fact, for as long as I’ve been around the game, the American municipal course has been synonymous with spotty conditioning, uninspired architecture and, often times, an utter embarrassment considering the financial resources sometimes poured into these facilities.

Go to any major city and it would be a shock to find the local city-run course in fine condition or with its architecture shining brightly.

Yet, nothing is more important to the future well-being of the game than public golf. These courses are the training grounds of future players, while also serving as reasonably priced facilities for retirees and avid golfers.

The neglect of these courses could so easily be abated with some tender-loving consultation from architects and turf consultants who can renew the industry’s image by sprucing up tattered municipal golf courses.
from America's architects and turf consultants.

Sure, there are examples in some cities of local country club superintendents helping out the nearby muni, and examples here and there of architects doing good deeds, such as architect Steve Smyers spearheading a First Tee project in his hometown. But without the Public Works Administration-funded projects that got the attention of the Rosses and Tillinghasts of the world, consultation at full-length munis has been almost non-existent.

Still, what better way for architects to make the game better than by consulting at their local public courses?

The benefits are obvious. Beyond providing a public service, architects who help out at their towns' munis will reap some positive publicity. If they do a good job, they will assuredly cover the cost of their time by picking up more work as a result of their efforts.

And it turns out, the architects are willing. They just need to be asked and thrown a few concessions.

According to Chad Ritterbusch, executive director of the American Society of Golf Course Architects (ASGCA), most architects are just waiting for the phone to ring.

"As architect John LaFoy has said to me, 'I am always surprised that local golf folks, both private and public, will not call architects when they need help (because they) have no funds to pay,' " Ritterbusch says. " 'I am always willing to help at some level without being paid if they can't afford it.' "

The ASGCA has done its part to get the word out. More than 15,000 copies of its guide, "Building a Practical Golf Facility," have gone out to municipal officials through the National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA) and the Association of City and County Officials.

The ASGCA also exhibits and provides speakers to the NRPA conference each year.

Architect Greg Martin has worked on several public golf projects, including a restoration of Phillips Park in his hometown of Aurora, Ill. He has also performed work pro bono with the Chicago public schools, where he built a small golf course on land next to a school. He says changes in golfer and industry expectations make the architect's job tougher when recommending even the most basic design improvements.

"The golf industry is full of courses that are overdesigned and not sustainable," Martin says. "Unfortunately, golf course design continues to react to industry trends rather than establish them, and this will have dire consequences."

Architects must do more to convince ownership — specifically municipalities — about practical golf course design, as well as deliver a viable golf experience to a reluctant audi-
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Visit our archives at www.golfdom.com to view the 2006 "Growing the Game" series.
“I think it’s a great idea for more architects to get involved in municipal golf courses.”

TOM DOAK
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ence, Martin says. This means lower budgets, less ego and shorter, more playable designs.

“This challenge is immense, but it is necessary for this game and industry to grow,” he says. “The growth of the game is contingent upon sustainable economics, accessibility, playability and community acceptance.”

While architect Tom Doak is becoming associated with high-end, architecturally supreme projects in hard-to-reach locations, he continues to ponder ways to help golf at its most basic and important level.

“I think it’s a great idea for more architects to get involved in municipal golf courses,” Doak says. “It wouldn’t be bad for some of the turf consultants to get involved, too; that would probably go further in making the golf experience better without added cost than, say, an architect suggesting places to put new bunkers 290 yards off the tee.”

Still, Doak has contemplated other ways to give back. “We’ve explored having a separate division of the company to do lower-budget projects, but it’s tough to find those projects anymore,” he says. “Most of the affordable golf courses in America are the ones that have previously gone under, so the current owner’s capital investment is low.”

An exciting and potentially precedent-setting project will be carried out by Doak’s Renaissance Golf Design team at the Colorado Golf Association’s new home course, a former Air Force base layout named Mira Vista. Money is being raised to improve the course’s architecture while maintaining a green fee near the current $29. With associates Jim Urbina and Eric Iverson living in the area, the Renaissance team hopes to not only create a course with enhanced conditioning, but it also hopes to raise the architectural bar.

“My associates have been concerned for some time that most of our clients are building exclusive private venues where [even they] would not otherwise be welcome, and that our fees are getting out of the range of the public sector,” Doak says. “So we had been looking for a project where we could give something back.”

Architect Brian Curley, who designed and helped develop Southern California’s immensely popular but still affordable Goose Creek, would love to be involved with the restoration of a public course. But he says architects need a few concessions to encourage their involvement.

“I would want to work at a conceptual level and avoid the hand-holding that eats up so much time, especially with government,” Curley says.

He says he believes most architects have avoided practical public course restorations because of liability concerns, particularly with cart path issues.

“It would be ideal to have a contractor involved early and avoid the bidding process, which gets time consuming and requires extensive working drawings, but most often a city would not be able to do this,” Curley says.

Dave Axland, an architect with Dan Proctor who designed two of America’s finest affordable designs (Wild Horse in Nebraska and Delaware Springs in Texas), offers a few suggestions for any municipality thinking about such a project.

“Locate an experienced designer who is willing to work with a local contractor,” Axland says. “Provide one key artistic person to the team. Do this work in conjunction with the existing maintenance team. Do not reshape the site. Focus efforts on tees, bunkers, and greens. Appreciate the value and fun associated with contour, as it is cost effective. And use an independent agronomist familiar with United States Golf Association specs, but who is not locked into this formula.”

Axland says there are countless public courses waiting for rejuvenation, but decision makers quite often don’t do much homework.

“Sometimes I think that people do more research when shopping for a new car than they do before sending a million bucks on a golf course upgrade,” he says.
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It's easy to take chemicals for granted. Superintendents use pesticides like Subway uses bread. They are so intertwined into daily operations that many wouldn't be able to do their jobs well without them, as least not well enough to satisfy fickle golfers.

But superintendents are walking a tightrope. Heightened government scrutiny, local watershed regulations and pathogen resistance threaten the status quo, especially for fungicides. Add the fact that research and development can be slow considering the approval process, and the short list of options to fight turf pathogens could get shorter without diligent management.

"If we manage and rotate our modes of action, then our products will stay viable," says Rick Fletcher, director of product development for Cleary Chemical. He spoke to superintendents during the Ohio Turfgrass Foundation Conference and Show in December.

Academic research muddies the debate around fungicide management. By now, most superintendents are familiar with the widely disputed theory established by Michigan State University researcher Joe Vargas, who says turf managers should use only one fungicide until it no longer works, then switch to another product until disease pathogens show signs of resistance, then switch products, and so on.

That flies in the face of conventional wisdom, turf school curriculum and management practices of most superintendents (please, if anyone out there uses the Vargas method, call me. We'd love to talk about how it works, and so would our readers). Although few superintendents use the Vargas approach, it might be starting to gain some theoretical acceptance.
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